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INNOVATION & BUSINESS VALUE

Making data pay
Businesses hustle for competitive
advantage with data analytics
BY MARTHA ROUNDS

After the initial global shock of

the pandemic, visionary leaders
across a range of industries turned
their attention to examining
expenditures and pushing harder
for competitive advantage.
Thirty-six percent of respondents
to an IDC survey conducted in May
indicated that most or all technology projects will go ahead after a
reassessment of their overall value.

S AV U S H K I N / D K O S I G / G E T T Y I M A G E S

Another 22 percent said they would
prioritize projects and technologies that are most likely to generate
returns, taking an even sharper
look at their current portfolios.
The survey identified business
operations resiliency and customer
experience as the top business priorities for the rest of 2020 and early
2021, followed closely by programs
to gain insight into business opera-

tions, products and ecosystems.
Data analytics is one area many
companies are pushing on to help
achieve those priorities. But making data pay is a challenge.

Finding value in data
Data’s value can be elusive. On
its own, data has no value. Data
builds value only when leveraged
by the business and its customers.

Companies must not only intentionally seek to create value from
data, but also have the right skills,
technology and strategic approach
to do so. Many, if not most, companies lag in these areas.
Navistar International, a manufacturer of trucks, diesel engines,
and school and commercial buses,
has created competitive advantage
for itself with OnCommand Con-
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nection, a product that enables its
customers to manage their fleets—
regardless of the manufacturer of
the trucks or buses—through a single portal. Julie Ragland, the company’s SVP and CIO, sets a big stage
when defining superior, high-value
data. “We don’t necessarily have to
monetize a service to find extraordinary value,” she notes.
For example, Navistar’s explicit
goal is for its customers to have
the best repair velocity in the
industry—and that means having
parts available when a truck pulls
in for repair.
“We realized that by knowing
where trucks were—all trucks, not
just our trucks—and what fault
codes were active on each truck at a
given time, we could know how to
fix each truck, including what parts
are required,” Ragland explains.
For all of its repair centers, the company developed a dynamic part
stocking model that is driven by
the repair location and fault codes
of all trucks at every moment. This

data, in turn, drives the part stocking plan at Navistar’s distribution
centers, so its customers have the
right part on the right shelf at the
right time. With this information,
Ragland notes, Navistar has been
able to decrease emergency stocking orders by 70 percent.

Creating competitive
advantage
In response to the COVID-19
crisis, Navistar, like many other
companies, has implemented
deep salary deferrals and other
cost-cutting measures to preserve
cash and weather the crisis. At the
same time, its strategic investment
in analytics enables Navistar to
strengthen its customer relationships, as trucking companies will
be looking to cut costs wherever
they can for the foreseeable future.
How can other companies create competitive advantage through
data and achieve their goal of
using data and analytics to accelerate their business? Accord-

Given the high risk in today’s competitive
environment, it is difficult to
internally sell the idea of putting
the importance of data to the
customer over monetization.
ing to IDC adjunct analyst Bob
Multhaup, there are four necessary approaches to this challenge:
n Discover and capture unique
data that customers perceive as having superior, differentiated value
n Integrate customer performance data into the business
ecosystem
n Treat data monetization as secondary to the critical importance
of data to the customer
n Prioritize timely data that is
useful for decision-making
Of these approaches, the most
difficult to sell internally in today’s
high-risk competitive environment
is putting the importance of data to

the customer over monetization. But
it is this focus on the customer that
will create competitive advantage.
Differentiating through superior
data and analytics means leveraging external customer data to positively influence customers’ buying
decisions and leveraging internal
data to improve the speed, quality
and payback of business decisions.
With superior data and superior
data analytics, companies can best
their rivals—for the long haul. ♦
Martha Rounds is research director
for IDC’s IT Executive Programs.
IDC adjunct analyst Robert Multhaup
contributed to this article.
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VIEWPOINT
Adobe CIO: Pandemic Accelerates Digital Transformation

Cynthia Stoddard
SVP and CIO
Adobe
Cynthia Stoddard oversees Adobe’s
global Information Technology and
Reliability Engineering teams.
In her leadership role, Cynthia
spearheads a global strategy for
delivering services and operations
that form the mission-critical
backbone for the company.

What has Adobe been doing during this pandemic to support its
employees and customers?
Internally, we are prioritizing employee well-being, productivity and collaboration. When Adobe made the shift to remote work in early March,
our IT organization immediately improved network routing and expanded
VPN bandwidth around the world. It’s crucial to ensure employees stay
connected, our systems are working at maximum efficiency and the
necessary security protections are in place. We’re also thinking about the
next generation of tools to enable enhanced employee experiences and
collaboration like virtual whiteboarding. Externally, we are focused on
keeping our operations up and running for our customers and continuing
to deliver the best services and products.
What are you hearing from your enterprise customers as they’ve
quickly pivoted and implemented business continuity plans under
COVID-19?
The No. 1 priority is a focus on digitization. Businesses who have not yet
undergone digital transformation are looking to bring more products and
services online, and they’re thinking about how to build everything they
need to support this.
What is your view of how the digital workplace will evolve as the
economy opens back up?
COVID-19 has accelerated digital transformation. As things start to

slowly return to “normal,” I believe we’ll continue to see innovation
and creativity in collaboration technology. Touchless technologies like
digital signatures and process reinvention to handle workflows that are
currently human-centric will become more prevalent. I can see this
happening in every industry—retail, tech, health care, hospitality—in
both customer and employee experiences. Touchless processes and
virtual communication are here to stay, and I expect we will see accelerated innovation in this space.
How are you empowering remote employees and serving customers
remotely through digital workflows, content and documents?
We’ve been actively listening to all of our customers across different
industries, and their common goal is to stay productive. It’s important
to streamline workflows across the devices and applications employees already use, while reducing the load and risk for IT. Two focus areas
for us have been facilitating internal document workflows and making sales contracts easier for reps and customers at home. We have
teams working directly with customers to help them streamline their
document and e-signature processes in the cloud, especially within
the apps they already use. We also do this internally at Adobe with our
Document Cloud offerings.

8 Download and learn more in this IDC report
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THE new
DIGITAL
WORKPLACE
This year’s CIO 100 leaders are shifting emphasis to
employee experience with an eye toward boosting
productivity, streamlining collaboration and
redefining the nature of work.
BY BE TH STACK P OLE

S A SENIOR DESIGN ENGINEER at Jabil, Matt Swanson
spends most of his time policing the quality of electronic circuit
board designs to head off potential reliability issues and field
failures on behalf of the manufacturing services firm’s customers. Yet, thanks to Jabil’s new Citizen Data Science program, Swanson has also become proficient at data analysis
and has found new ways to flex his professional muscle.

I L L U S T R AT I O N B Y J D K I N G
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from offering advanced training

ment in novel ways of working and

to make critical business insights

opportunities to building innova-

new resources.

more accessible to colleagues, and to

tion and digital learning cultures to

collaborate on modeling initiatives

unleashing the power of automation

Capital Trends survey confirms

that improve first-pass yields on new

to change the nature of work.

employee experience is fast-tracking

A

as an enterprise imperative. Eighty-

Swanson employs his new skills

product introductions. While Swanson still relishes the traditional engineering role, he says Jabil’s Citizen
Data Science program has enriched
his work experience through exposure to new skills, opening his eyes
to areas where data analysis can
have a real impact.

A BUSINESS IMPERATIVE

The 2019 Deloitte Global Human

four percent of those surveyed rated

FTER YEARS of leverag-

the issue as important, while nearly

ing technology to bolster

a third (28%) ranked it among the

customer engagement,

top three urgent issues facing orga-

companies are applying

nizations last year.

“The program has provided access

“The program has provided access to new tools
and prescriptive models that enable me to view
problems with a wider lens.”

to new tools and prescriptive models that enable me to view problems
with a wider lens,” he explains. “Data
science brings with it a new way to

—M AT T SWA N S O N ( A B OV E ), S E N I O R D E S I G N E N G I N E E R, J A B I L

look at a situation. I can see myself
looking for more training in data science, and if that leads to more oppor-

many of those same constructs to

Employee experience is rising to

profits—than companies considered

tunity, that would be welcome.”

improve the employee experience.

the top of the enterprise IT agenda

to have a bottom-quartile employee

Just as happy customers are the key

because it makes good business sense

experience. Despite the obvious ben-

100 winners are pursuing initiatives

to increased sales, a satisfied and

to address deficiencies. MIT research

efits and urgency of the moment,

dedicated to improving the employee

engaged workforce is more likely to

found that enterprises with a top-

however, only 9 percent of companies

experience. The practice, which puts

translate into higher productivity and

quartile employee experience achieve

responding to the Deloitte survey

employees at the center of new digi-

profitability for companies willing to

twice the innovation and customer

confirmed they were ready to address

tal initiatives, takes on many forms,

make the commitment to and invest-

satisfaction—and 25 percent higher

employee experience shortcomings.

Like Jabil, many of this year’s CIO

COURTESY OF JABIL
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9

%

Only
of companies
responding to a Deloitte
survey confirmed they were
ready to address employee
experience shortcomings.

That isn’t the case at Cox Enter-

work that is directly connected to the

prises, which is channeling significant

mission and vision of our company

investment into automation, among

provides a higher sense of job satis-

other programs, to improve employee

faction. That’s one of the core prin-

experience and redirect people to

ciples of employee engagement.”

higher-level work. “Making sure that
our employees are focused on the
highest value they can bring to the
company is more and more important
as almost every industry is forced
to be more efficient,” says Richard
Cox, CIO at Cox Enterprises. “To the
extent that we can have higher-level

JD KING

O

MAKING WORK FLEXIBLE
NE WAY COMPANIES

are ramping up employee
engagement is by redesigning systems and applications

to reflect the digital interactions people are accustomed to in their personal
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“The mandate for our smart enterprise security
architects and software development team was that
the UX had to be foremost.”
— C H U C K M CG I N N I S ( L E F T ), D I R EC TO R O F S O F T WA R E E N G I N E E R I N G, G E

freedom and flexibility employees

to build its own in-house solution

both connectivity and security,

want without sacrificing the security

after scouring the market for a suit-

employing the tenets of a zero trust

the enterprise requires. Beginning

able off-the-shelf offering, he says.

architecture to achieve the latter.

A

As a behind-the-scenes technol-

in 2014, a GE team started a project
to figure out how to enable users to
connect to the apps they needed to
get their job done from anywhere in
lives. Streamlined interactions across

the world with seamless, secure con-

platforms, the ability to work on any

nectivity, says Justin Acquaro, GE’s

device from anywhere, and easier,

SVP of cybersecurity.

more natural collaboration with peers

While GE may seem to be chas-

PUTTING UX FIRST

“

ogy, MyApps automatically detects

T THE TIME, any solution in

network state and connects users to

the market that increased

their preferred apps while continu-

security and connectivity

ously checking device posture and

sacrificed user experience,”

user behavior, terminating connec-

notes Chuck McGinnis, GE’s director

tivity when suspicious activity is

of software engineering who led the

detected.
Since MyApps was released, more

are among the top wish list items for

ing a common IT goal, the scale and

internal team to build what would

employees hungry for a modern digi-

distributed nature of the company’s

become GE’s MyApps. “The mandate

than 100,000 GE users have signed

tal work environment that empowers

workforce complicated the security

for our smart enterprise security

on as a way to access their preferred

them to be more effective in their jobs.

challenge, according to Acquaro.

architects and software develop-

enterprise tools from wherever they

At global giant GE, an increasingly

At the same time, the team was

ment team was that the UX had to

are working. The patented, multifac-

mobile workforce, frequent acquisi-

adamant that security protections

be foremost.”

tor security platform has improved

tions and diverse businesses created

shouldn’t impede the user experience

a need for a platform to deliver the

(UX), which eventually led the group

P H OTO CO U RT E SY O F G E

The resulting MyApps solution

user experience by eliminating bur-

created a seamless experience for

densome tokens and logins, includ-
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Congratulations to Mastercard and
its AI-powered decision management
platform team for receiving the
CIO 100 Innovation Award

“With product complexity up exponentially,
we needed to make supply chain and
manufacturing decisions predicated on data
more than historical experience.”
— G A RY C A N T R E L L ( A B OV E ), C I O, J A B I L

ing any login disruptions occurring

helping to both fuel worker produc-

when changing networks, which

tivity and reduce GE’s security risks.

was a constant burden for GE users,

With the third generation of

McGinnis says. Users also gain full

MyApps now in flight, GE users can

access to all common work apps,

seamlessly and effectively work

including email, without lengthy

from wherever they are—a practice

logins and access requests. Employ-

that’s all the more important in light

ees working remotely are treated

of the shift to remote work brought

to faster connect times (by as much

on by the COVID-19 pandemic. “We

as five to 10 minutes) along with a

succeed when users forget that

reduction in the number of dropped

MyApps is working because it just

connections (by as much as 98%)—

allows them to do their jobs,” McGin-

P H OTO CO U RT E SY O F J A B I L
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“To the extent that we can have higher-level work that is
directly connected to the mission and vision of our
company provides a higher sense of job satisfaction.”
— R I C H A R D COX ( L E F T ), C I O, COX E N T E R P R I S E S

day-to-day responsibilities, Cox says.

automation solutions to standard-

prises. “Now an RPA [robotic process

At the same time, however, the goal

ize processes across its communi-

automation] bot takes about a day

of Cox Enterprises’ automation push

cations, automotive and corporate

to complete the same task, freeing

is to go beyond typical task-driven

divisions. Among the more success-

up time for the employee to focus on

nis says. “They don’t have to worry

use cases to unleash the potential of

ful use cases is an application that

more important audit work versus

about if they’re connecting or how

employees by refocusing talent on

leverages virtual helpers to handle

pulling information.”

they’re connecting or when they’re

more creative and satisfying work.

manual cash postings for incoming

connecting. They just connect.”

payments; transitioning basic HR

MASTERING NEW
SKILL SETS

L

of how we work as companies look

requests such as time corrections

for how they drive efficiencies and

and paid time off from Employee Ser-

maximize the potential of each and

vice Center workers to virtual assis-

OX SAYS EMPLOYEES at

every employee,” Cox says. “If you

tants; and decreasing the time spent

Cox Enterprises are increas-

think about what’s required, there’s

on servicing tax audit requests.

ingly relying on automation

arguably not many technologies

to improve how they work.

other than automation able to check

employee two weeks of effort to do

both boxes.”

something on the side of their desk

across HR, finance, manufacturing,

they didn’t have time to do,” says

supply chain, engineering and legal

AUTOMATING
MUNDANE WORK

C

“Automation is part of the future

The company’s Intelligent Automa-

The latter process “used to take an

IKE JABIL’S SWANSON,

many of the company’s
employees are targeting data
analytics to enrich their cur-

rent role. Jabil’s Citizen Data Science
program has trained employees

tion program was established to help

Through the program, estab-

revamp business processes and cre-

lished in early 2018, Cox Enterprises

Scott Leazer, assistant vice president

departments. Implemented through

ate better employee experiences for

has implemented more than 50

of IT business solutions at Cox Enter-

partnerships with the University of

P H OTO CO U RT E SY O F COX E N T E R P R I S E S
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South Florida, the China Institute and

Program launched in 2017, almost

have achieved operational benefits

the University of Malaysia, the pro-

200 employees have participated.

resulting from the analytics models,

gram provides three weeks of train-

Cross-functional teams from finance

employees are learning a valuable

ing in data analytics using real-world

and IT that took part in the train-

skill set that enriches their work

business challenges to get employ-

ing developed an accounts pay-

experience and improves their mar-

ees up to speed, according to Gary

able forecast model that improved

ketability. “The data science program

Cantrell, Jabil’s CIO and senior vice

accuracy rates by 97 percent, while

is a hot ticket with a lot of prestige,”

president for information technology.

another team from the supply

Cantrell says. “Getting a new skill

chain and engineering groups cre-

set, especially around data science, is

ated a machine learning algorithm

always appealing in our group.”

By democratizing the practice of
data science, Jabil is aiming to help its
employees more effectively unlock
the value of its data assets while also
providing them with skills that can

“In the area of digital employee experience, it’s all about
how to unleash the power of transformational
technology to improve employee engagement.”

enrich their current roles and future
career path, Cantrell says. The program was initiated in part because
the 50-year-old manufacturing ser-

— N I C H O L AS CO L I S TO ( A B OV E ), V P A N D C I O, AV E RY D E N N I S O N

vices firm had amassed a lot of tribal
knowledge within the business yet
needed a way to more widely share
those valuable insights across the

to automate the parts quoting pro-

organization. “With product complex-

cess, reducing turnaround time by

ity up exponentially, we needed to

80 percent. There was also Swan-

make supply chain and manufactur-

son’s group building models for the

ing decisions predicated on data

engineering department to improve

more than historical experience,”

forecasting for engineering capacity

he explains.

utilization and quality.

Since the Citizen Data Science

P H OTO C O U R T E S Y O F AV E R Y D E N N I S O N

While Jabil and its customers

NURTURING AN
INNOVATION CULTURE

A

ness, according to Nicholas Colisto,
vice president and CIO. The company

T AVERY DENNISON,

launched the Digital Innovation Center

building employees’ inno-

of Excellence (DICE) consisting of three

vation dexterity is key to

programs to create digital products and

transforming the global

services: Learning, Lab, and Links.

manufacturer of labeling and functional materials into a digital busi-

An enterprise-wide education
program helps employees build com-
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Investing in What’s Next
“When we invest in technology, we
keep pushing our culture of innovation.
As the industry continues to move
quickly, we’re here to lead the way.”
– Mark Rourke
President and Chief Executive Officer

We are investing $100 million dollars annually in
proprietary tech, robust data science capabilities
and strategic next-gen initiatives. One major initiative
is new Schneider FreightPower , which leverages our
advancements in automation and cognitive intelligence to
provide real-time visibility and decision-making to improve
the experience of shippers, drivers and associates.
™

®2020 Schneider

cover story | CIO100 2020

ment and elastic cloud infrastructure.

“This gives employees the opportunity to be more
than order takers—it allows them to get involved
in innovation and the exciting stuff of work.”
— S H U B H A B R ATA M O H A N T Y ( B E LOW ), C I O, A LT I M E T R I K

Raw ideas are shuttled to an idea
bank while approved innovations
are stored in an innovation library,
where they can be circulated and
reused by others thanks to an established governance model.
Encouraging employees to innovate and stretch their wings is essen-

petencies in areas such as DevOps,

create and solve business problems,

tial for any company, but particularly

agile methodologies, AI, blockchain,

Colisto says.

for Altimetrik, whose mission is

and design thinking. Along with the

to help other firms innovate and

“There are always risks with

digital learning environment, Avery

innovation when using break-

transform. “This gives employees

Dennison has established a Digital

through digital technologies,” he

the opportunity to be more than

Lab designed to empower teams to

says. “In the area of digital employee

order takers—it allows them to get

quickly create and scale innovative

experience, it’s all about how to

involved in innovation and the excit-

ideas that can boost the business.

unleash the power of transfor-

ing stuff of work,” says Shubhabrata

In one example, lab teams are tasked

mational technology to improve

Mohanty, Altimetrik’s CIO.

with expanding the firm’s digital

employee engagement.”

employee experience platform,
including reimagining traditional
processes and creating a unified,
consumerized set of applications
and tools that will bolster employee
engagement. The third piece of DICE
is Links, an outreach program that
brings together customers, suppliers,
universities and consortiums to co-

P H O T O C O U R T E S Y O F A LT I M E T R I K

T

THE POWER OF ‘PLAY’

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
(JPL) world renowned for innovation
in space exploration, faces a different

O ENSURE its employees

ness and technology innovation as

set of challenges related to IT and

are successful helping

well as digital talent transformation.

business process innovation, so it too

other companies digitally

Employees ideate and collaborate

is changing the employee experience

transform, Altimetrik, a

using the innovation management

to promote experimentation.
“We’re an 83-year-old big engi-

business transformation company,

platform, which allows them to

has introduced Playground, a plat-

develop and deploy proofs of con-

neering company that tackles big

form that supports continuous busi-

cepts in a live engineering environ-

problems like sending the Rover to

S E P T E M B E R /O C T O B E R 2 02 0
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Mars, but our rule book covers things

interns, who eventually grow into

so there’s a lot of reverse mentoring,”

of excellence (CoE). Cox Enterprises

that are very slow to develop,”

formal roles and are instrumental

he says. “Other employees see it as

established such a governing body

explains Tom Soderstrom, IT chief

in recruiting new talent and intro-

permission to work in this new way,

to support its automation program

technology and innovation officer at

ducing fresh ways of working to

management sees it’s effective, and

as did Avery Dennison. At Cox

JPL. “Technology is coming at us so

the traditional IT workforce, Soder-

everyone wins.”

Enterprises, while development of

fast, in order to solve today’s prob-

strom says. Since its inception, the

lems with tomorrow’s technology,

IEC team has come up with a digital

we needed rapid experimentation

assistant that helps procurement

and a startup way of thinking.”

answer questions more quickly,

This is where JPL’s Innovation

helped NASA/JPL figure out how to

Experience Center (IEC) comes in.

employ a new AWS antenna offer-

The space is designed to enable

ing that saved millions of dollars, and

L

automation use cases is encouraged

READY, SET, ACTION

at a grassroots level and through

IKE ANY MAJOR IT initiative,

cross-functional collaboration, the

evolving the employee experi-

CoE is there to serve as a partner and

ence to improve engagement

a governing body to establish and

is not just about implementing

enforce standards.

technology. Ultimately, the exercise

At the same time, grassroots
efforts can be instrumental in helping with change management. Cox

“Technology is coming at us so fast, in order to

Enterprises, for example, began its

solve today’s problems with tomorrow’s
technology, we needed rapid experimentation and

a startup way of thinking.”

automation program by giving select
areas of the business seed money to
fund efforts built by IT so they didn’t
have to worry about budgets. Once

— TO M S O D E R S T RO M, I T C H I E F T EC H N O LO G Y A N D I N N OVAT I O N O F F I C E R, J P L

those groups experienced exactly
how automation could make their jobs
easier, adoption took off and the early

employees to experiment with new

pursued a machine learning project

is a cultural shift requiring significant

users advocated for others to get on

technology without being con-

to figure out where to drill on Mars’

change management along with sup-

board. “It was hard in the beginning

strained by legacy platforms or fear

rocks to prolong the life of drill bits.

port from top executives.

because people thought we were

that their project isn’t within the
bounds of traditional JPL processes.
IEC is primarily staffed with

“Because these are young, eager

One of the best ways to rally sup-

coming to take their jobs when what

individuals skilled in technology,

port and codify standards for any

we were really doing was coming to

they infuse new skills into the team

major initiative is through a center

help them out,” says Leazer.
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While handpicked top talent can

2020 CIO 100

serve as change agents to encourage
the broader workforce to engage in

DENNIS ANDERSON
Professor & Chairman,
Department of Management & IT

HANS BRECHBÜHL
Associate Professor of Practice & Director,
Digital Strategies Roundtable

CATHY HOTKA
Principal

HOWARD RUBIN
Founder & President

new technologies or ways of work-

Rubin Worldwide

ing, it’s also critical to have top man-

STEPHEN ANDRIOLE
Thomas G. Labrecque Professor
of Business Technology

PETER BURROWS
Board director, retired CIO

M. ERIC JOHNSON
Dean & Bruce D. Henderson
Professor of Strategy

PHIL SCHNEIDERMEYER
Partner

agement support, especially when it

St. Francis College

Villanova School of Business,
Villanova University

ROBERT AUSTIN
Professor, Information Systems
Ivey Business School

SAAD AYUB
Chief Digital Officer
Zones

DOUG BARKER
CEO

Barker & Scott Consulting

ROBERT BENNETT
Former CIO

Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta

PAUL BERGAMO
Partner & Healthcare Practice Lead
NewVantage Partners LLC

DIANA BERSHON
Managing Director
Accenture

MITCH BETTS
Former Executive Editor
CIO Magazine

ERIC BLOOM
President & CTO
ITML Institute

SDA Bocconi School of Management

Fair Factories Clearinghouse

LOUIE EHRLICH
Strategic Consultant & Exec Coach
Ehrlich Consulting

SUE ERICKSEN
Independent Director
Equitable Bank

ANNA EWING
Retired CIO
Nasdaq

PHIL FASANO
CEO

Bay Advisors LLC

SERGE FINDLING
VP of Research, IT Executive Programs
IDC

DAVID FOOTE
Co-founder & Chief Analyst
Foote Partners LLC

KEITH HALBERT
Founder & President
Halbert Group LLC

MARTHA HELLER
President

Heller Search Associates

PETER HIGH
President

Metis Strategy

Cathy Hotka & Associates

Owen School of Management,
Vanderbilt University

BOB KANTOR
Founder

Kantor Consulting Group

KHALID KARK
Managing Director, CIO Program
Deloitte

KRISTEN LAMOREAUX
President & CEO
Lamoreaux Search

JERRY LUFTMAN
Professor & Managing Director

Global Institute for IT Management

FRED POND
Retired CIO

Columbia Sportswear

JOSEPH PUCCIARELLI
Group Vice President & Executive Advisor
IDC

SHELEEN QUISH
Retired CIO

Ameristar Casinos

RAJ RAWAL
Managing Partner

SF Mango Investments LLC

Ward Howell International

JOE SNIADO
Retired CIO

Standard and Poor’s

JOHNNIE SORRELL
Executive Partner
Gartner

ROBERT URWILER
Retired CIO
Vail Resorts

BRIAN WATSON
VP, Enterprise Innovation

involves wholesale change like promoting an innovation culture. “When
you have the blessing and approval
of the CEO, everyone feels it’s important and there’s a seriousness to it,”
notes Altimetrik’s Mohanty.
Ultimately, Altimetrik’s Playground has provided employees with
a platform to continuously engage

Traction Technology Partners

and go well beyond what’s expected

MADELINE WEISS
President

in their regular work. “It keeps

Weiss Associates

employees motivated and excited,”

GEORGE WESTERMAN
Senior Lecturer

he says. “With continuous [employee]

MIT Sloan School of Management

MEREDITH WHALEN
Chief Research Officer

engagement, we allow them to try
their best and experiment. The pro-

IDC

gram enables them to learn new

GORDON WISHON
Retired CIO

and new industries rather than stick-

Arizona State University

technologies, new business models
ing to one particular thing.” ♦
Beth Stackpole is a regular contributor
to CIO.com
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AMY LARSON
Chief Technology Officer

ACCENTURE

PENELOPE PRETT
CIO

AEG VISION
SATISH DAVE
CIO

AKRON CHILDRENS
HOSPITAL

HARUN RASHID
VP of Information services
& CIO

ALIGN TECHNOLOGY

SREELAKSHMI KOLLI
SVP, Chief Digital Officer

ALLSTATE INSURANCE CO.

SUREN GUPTA
EVP Strategic Ventures, Technology & Enterprise Services

ALPHAMEGA
HYPERMARKETS

ANDREAS DEMETRIOU
POMPATZIS
CIO

ALSAC/ST. JUDE CHILDREN’S
RESEARCH HOSPITAL
DAVID JACQUES
SVP, Products & Architecture

ALTIMETRIK

SHUBHABRATA MOHANTY
CIO

AMGEN

MIKE ZAHIGIAN
SVP & CIO

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF
FAMILY PHYSICIANS
MICHAEL SMITH
Vice President & CIO

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

BANK OF AMERICA CORP.

CITY OF OAKLAND

EXELON CORP.

COACHELLA VALLEY WATER
DISTRICT

FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS

ANDREW PETERSON
CIO/CTO

LUIS MACIEL
Director, Information Technology

COUNTY OF SAN MATEO
JON WALTON
CIO

COX ENTERPRISES INC.
RICHARD COX
CIO

DELL MEDICAL SCHOOL AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
AT AUSTIN
AARON MIRI
CIO

GARY HELLER
CIO

CATHERINE BESSANT
Chief Operations & Technology
Officer

DELOITTE

ARLO TECHNOLOGIES INC.

BLUECROSS BLUESHIELD OF
TENNESSEE

DISH NETWORK

TEJAS SHAH
CIO & SVP of Product

AVERY DENNISON CORP.
NICHOLAS COLISTO
Vice President & CIO

AVNET INC.
MAX CHAN
CIO

BAL

VINCE DIMASCIO
Chief Information &
Technology Officer

BANCO DO BRASIL
GUSTAVO FOSSE
Diretor de TI

LARRY QUINLAN
Global CIO

SHERRI ZINK
SVP, Chief Data Officer

ATILLA TINIC
CIO

CENTERS FOR MEDICARE &
MEDICAID SERVICES

EATON

MARC RICHARDSON
Senior VP & CIO

CENTRAL MINNESOTA
CREDIT UNION
NEAL KADERABEK
SVP of IT & Digital

CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL LOS
ANGELES
STEVE GARSKE
SVP & CIO

BILL BLAUSEY
SVP & CIO

ELI LILLY AND CO.
AARTI SHAH
SVP, IT, & CIO

ELLIE MAE

SELIM AISSI
SVP & CISO

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
SERVICES LTD.

AVNEESH KUMAR VATS
AGM (IT)
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MICHAEL KOEHLER
CIO & Chief Digital Officer
SERENA SACKS
CIO

GE

CHRIS DRUMGOOLE
Global CIO

GSK

KARENANN TERRELL
Chief Digital & Technology
Officer

HENNEPIN COUNTY
GLEN GILBERTSON
CIO

HORIZON BLUE CROSS BLUE
SHIELD OF NEW JERSEY
DOUGLAS BLACKWELL
CIO

HUMANA INC.

SAM DESHPANDE
Chief Risk Officer

ING BANK

MALIK ELGONI
CIO Model Bank

J.CREW

MICHELLE GARVEY
CIO

JABIL

GARY CANTRELL
SVP & CIO

JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY
RANDI LEVIN
CIO
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JPMORGAN CHASE & CO.

MARYLAND HEALTH
BENEFIT EXCHANGE

NESTLE

MASTERCARD

NORTHERN KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY

MCDONALD’S CORP.

NUVEEN (A TIAA COMPANY)

LORI BEER
Global CIO

KAISER PERMANENTE
DICK DANIELS
EVP, CIO

KEPCO, KOREA ELECTRIC
POWER CORP.
DONGSUB KIM
CTO, CIO & EVP

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORP.

MANOJ KUMBHAT
Chief Digital Officer & Global CIO

KING COUNTY, WA
TANYA HANNAH
CIO

LA-Z-BOY INC.
DAVID BEHEN
VP & CIO

LAUREL ROAD

VENKAT KOSHANAM
CIO

ED MCLAUGHLIN
Chief Emerging Payments Officer
DANIEL HENRY
EVP, Global CIO

MERCK & CO.

MICHELE C. D’ALESSANDRO
VP & CIO, Manufacturing IT

METROPOLITAN
WASHINGTON AIRPORTS
AUTHORITY
GOUTAM KUNDU
VP & CIO

MIAMI-DADE INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT

ARJUN SIRRAH
EVP Engineering

ANGEL PETISCO
CIO & Information Technology
Director

LENOVO

MIRATECH

ARTHUR HU
SVP & Global CIO

LEXMARK INTERNATIONAL
BRAD CLAY
SVP, Chief Information &
Compliance Officer

LOLC HOLDINGS PLC
CONRAD DIAS
Director/CEO

FILIPPO CATALANO
Group CIO

TIMOTHY FERGUSON
CIO

AJIT NAIDU
EVP & Head of Nuveen
Operations & Technology

ONEMAGNIFY

ANDREW FREY
Chief Technology Officer

OSHKOSH CORP.

ANUPAM KHARE
SVP & CIO, Digital Technology

OWENS CORNING
STEVEN ZERBY
VP & Global CIO

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC
KATHY KAY
SVP & CIO

ALEXANDER MAXIMENKO
Director, Application
Development Services

PARSONS CORP.

MORGAN STANLEY

PENN MEDICINE

SAL CUCCHIARA
Managing Director, CIO & Head
of Wealth Management
Technology

NATIONWIDE

JIM FOWLER
Chief Technology Officer

STUART KIPPELMAN
VP & CIO
MICHAEL RESTUCCIA
SVP & CIO

PPD

ROB PETRIE
Chief Technology Officer

PPG

CHRIS CARUSO
VP, Information Technology

PVH CORP.

EILEEN MAHONEY
EVP & CIO

RAYTHEON TECHNOLOGIES
GREG PIPER
Virtual Worx Lead Architect

REGERERON
PHARMACEUTICALS INC.
BOB MCCOWAN
Vice President & Global CIO

SAMSUNG C&T CORP.
WANBAE LEE
Vice President

SAN JOSE STATE
UNIVERSITY

ST. JUDE CHILDREN’S
RESEARCH HOSPITAL

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

STANFORD HEALTH CARE

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR

SUEZ NORTH AMERICA

VERIZON

KEITH PERRY
SVP & CIO

ERIC YABLONKA
CIO

MICHAEL SALAS
Chief Information & Digital
Officer

TATA CONSULTANCY
SERVICES
ABHIJIT MAZUMDER
CIO

TD AMERITRADE
VIJAY SANKARAN
CIO

BOB LIM
Vice President of Information
Technology & CIO

TGI FRIDAYS

SCHNEIDER

TIAA

SHALEEN DEVGUN
EVP & CIO

SEDGWICK

JASON LANDRUM
Global CIO

SENTARA HEALTHCARE
MIKE REAGIN
SVP, Chief Information &
Innovation Officer

SHARE OUR STRENGTH
RICHARD KOSTRO
SVP & CIO

SHERIF MITYAS
Chief Experience Officer
RAHUL MERCHANT
SVP & Chief Technology
& Operations Officer

TRAVELERS

MOJGAN LEFEBVRE
EVP & Chief Technology
& Operations Officer

ERNIE FERNANDEZ
VP for IT & CIO

GUNDEEP AHLUWALIA
CIO
LYNN COX
SVP & Network CIO

WABCO

MILAN KUMAR
CIO & Chief Digital Officer

WESTERN DIGITAL
STEVE PHILLPOTT
CIO

WHEELS INC.
TIM O’HARA
CIO

WHIRLPOOL CORP.

JOSEPH LIOTINE
EVP, Whirlpool North America

WIPRO LTD.

ROHIT ADLAKHA
Chief Digital & Information
Officer & Global Head,
Wipro HOLMES

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
VINCE KELLEN
CIO
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CIO Hall of Fame 2020

HALL
of
FAME
HONOREES

CIO’s Hall of Fame celebrates outstanding
personal achievement in IT, honoring the
technology executives who, along with
significant accomplishments in the field
of IT, have all demonstrated substantial
business impact and technology vision
within one or more organizations.

Madhuri Andrews |
Phil Armstrong |

SVP & Chief Digital & Information Officer

|

EVP & Global CIO

Conrad Dias |

Director & Group CIO

Curt Garner |

Chief Technology Officer

Goutam Kundu |
Michael Ma |

|

CIO

EVP & CIO

|

Brad Peterson |

EVP & CIO/CTO

Steve Phillpott |

CIO

Julie St John |

|

Jacobs

Great-West Lifeco

LOLC Holdings PLC

|

Chipotle Mexican Grill

Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority

|

Vice President & CIO

Eileen Mahoney |

|

|

BRC (Sichuan Languang Development Co.)

PVH Corp.

|

Nasdaq

Western Digital

CIO & President

Richard Wiedenbeck |

|

Capital Group Companies Global, Capital Group

SVP & CIO

|

Ameritas Mutual Holding Co.
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MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

Influencing IT
purchases when
you don’t control
the spend
Business-line leaders increasingly control
technology spend, but CIOs should aim
to impact those budget decisions
BY MARY K. PR AT T

L

ike most CIOs, Ian Pitt must ensure the

availability and performance of all the
systems in the IT stack. But he doesn’t
select or even buy all the software that
his department supports, instead seeing more of
that decision-making falling to his business-line
counterparts.
Pitt’s experience isn’t unique.
CIOs and executive consultants have seen busi-

BET_NOIRE / GETTY IMAGES
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ness leaders increasingly taking
charge of technology decisions that
impact their functional areas.
According to the survey “What
Decentralized IT Spending Means
for the CIO’s Role,” conducted by
IDG and Snow Software, 67 percent of the 450 responding IT leaders said at least half of their spend
is controlled by individual business units.
Pitt, CIO of software company
LogMeIn and an active member of
the Boston Chapter of the Society
for Information Management, sees
benefits in the new budgeting paradigm—if it’s done with the right
amount of IT input.
“We’re spreading the responsibility for buying across the organization to those who know the
needs better, and this diversification down to the individual functions can bring great innovation to
the company,” Pitt says. “But that
doesn’t mean we should have a freefor-all. There’s a lot we need to keep
under control—privacy, security,

the spend. These are all important.
If you get that right, then the federation of solutions can be a great
thing. But if you do it wrong, the
company is then out of control from
a technology perspective.”
Given how much technology
spending is now outside the IT
department budget, CIOs are finding they need to exert influence to
ensure all technology purchases
throughout their enterprises can
be integrated and maintained—
and, perhaps most important, can
deliver the business results that
executives want.
“It needs to be a carrot, versus
a stick, approach,” says Marc
Strohlein, an adjunct research
adviser for IDC’s Research Network who focuses on digital business transformation.
CIOs and management advisers say there are multiple ways
for IT executives to exert control
even when they don’t control the
spend, including the following 10
approaches.

1

Establish a review
process

Business leaders often have a
firm grasp on what they want a
technology to do for them, but
Pitt says they don’t have an indepth understanding of how their

understand its necessity.
“We still make sure we’re looking at the technology as if it’s our
money making the purchase,” Pitt
says, adding that IT won’t necessarily shut down planned purchases even if the review reveals

“It needs to be a carrot, versus a
stick, approach.”
—MARC STROHLEIN, ADJUNCT RESEARCH ADVISER, IDC RESEARCH NETWORK

sought-after solution would fit
into the enterprise’s existing technology stack.
That’s why he has planned
purchases go through a review
process to ensure they can be integrated with existing systems, can
scale as needed, and meet security
and data privacy requirements—a
process he has worked with business leaders to establish so they

potential problems. “Our response
is often, ‘Yes, we can buy it, but if
we do, we need X amount of new
headcount or other investments to
make it work.’”
The approach, Pitt explains,
gives IT a role in the purchasing decision without resorting to
authoritarian rule—which encourages the business side to continue
participating in the reviews.
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“You have to know what you’re talking about. You have
to be 100 percent informed. There’s no way you’re
going to influence someone if you have to call someone
else to be in the meeting with you.” —JOEY FERNANDES, VP OF IT, COLLETTE

2

Adjust procurement
approval

As business units seek out and
buy solutions for their own departmental use, there’s a greater likelihood they could buy software
already in use elsewhere in the
enterprise, buy from a vendor
already doing business with the
organization, or select a technology that adds excessive maintenance costs over time.
Experts advise CIOs to adjust
their procurement processes to flag
those issues so they can alert the
business leaders to such problems
and work with them to fix them.
To prevent his business colleagues from buying software

that could cause such issues, Pitt
established a procurement review
process within the finance department that’s designed to flag duplicate purchases, so the company
can negotiate for optimal terms, or
purchases that will bust maintenance budgets.
“We have systems in place to capture technology requirements and
decision points to make sure there’s
a budget for maintenance and to
make sure we have good value from
the vendors,” Pitt explains.

3

Be an expert

Joey Fernandes, vice president
of IT at travel company Collette,
knew one of his business colleagues

talking about. You have to be 100
percent informed. There’s no way
you’re going to influence someone
if you have to call someone else
to be in the meeting with you,”
Fernandes says. “If you’re going
to influence someone you have
to have enough knowledge to sit
down with them and explain it.”

wanted to buy a particular collaboration suite, having been sold on its
benefits. But Fernandes wanted to
change her mind because Collette,
being a Microsoft shop, already had
Microsoft Teams in place. He knew
that the Microsoft collaboration platform would do the job his colleague
wanted without adding extra costs
to her budget.
So he met with her and walked
her through the technology, demonstrating how it worked and how
it would meet her unit’s needs.
Fernandes says the encounter
confirmed for him the importance
of CIOs being as well-versed in technology as they are in the business.
“You have to know what you’re

4

Highlight IT’s
capabilities

CIOs can sway some spending
decisions by showing their colleagues how IT can maximize the
dollars they spend—if they opt for
technologies that work well with
the existing technology infrastructure, Strohlein says.
To do this, CIOs need to build
an architecture and establish standards and parameters on new
technology that set an easy, clear
path for businesses to follow. CIOs
should then evangelize those standards to the business, selling their
business colleagues on how adhering to those guardrails as they buy
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their own technology will help
them “get more bang for the buck
they’re spending,” he says.
“[CIOs] can take two different
paths: try to control the spending
or build trusting relationships and
provide the platforms and services
and supports to make them successful,” Strohlein adds.

CIOs who want to retain power of persuasion over
business colleagues’ technology decisions should build a fast,
flexible infrastructure that’s highly automated so that
business leaders go to IT first, before seeking outside guidance.

5

and DevOps, which bring tech
teams into the business where they
can offer perspectives and comment on potential solutions, he
adds. This helps foster collaborative
decisions on which technologies
are optimal based on both business
and technology requirements.

Bring technologists
into the business

“Technology is clearly becoming
democratized,” says Steve Van
Kuiken, senior partner and global
leader of McKinsey Technology.
“But ungoverned, costs go up, complexity goes up and risk goes up
exponentially. CIOs have to have
some way to govern it or it becomes
a huge problem down the road.”
Putting technologists into the
business can help bring that governance and tech department influence to spending decisions, Van
Kuiken says. CIOs can establish
that practice by adopting development methodologies such as agile

6

Move fast

CIOs who want to retain
power of persuasion over business
colleagues’ technology decisions
should build a fast, flexible infrastructure that’s highly automated so
that business leaders go to IT first,
before seeking outside guidance.
“The business is making technology decisions based on func-

tionality and speed, but they may
trade off against an internal solution that may be better tailored to
the business if it’s going to take six
months to get it versus getting a
package quickly [from a vendor],”
Van Kuiken says. “So you need to
be responsive to the speed at which
business is moving and release
software at a much faster cycle
than old infrastructure allows.”

7

Focus on outcomes

Focusing on desired outcomes
is another way for CIOs to exert
control of purchasing decisions,
Van Kuiken says.
“The business and IT together
need to manage outcomes, not

projects. And I think the CIO has
to drive that mindset shift to avoid
an ungoverned technology situation,” he says, explaining that this is
beyond seeing the CIO as a business
partner or consultant. “It’s about
how the CIO measures impact and
how the CIO works together with
the business. In the old centralized
technology model, the business
communicated in terms of requirements and IT communicated in
terms of project delivery. In this
new model, you communicate
around outcomes. You say what
the outcome is, and if you agree on
this, you can go through a collective
design process to achieve the stated
outcome. It’s a more collaborative
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process that you’re driving. That
changes the way you work together,
and it becomes more about working
in tandem.”

8

Be transparent

As business leaders take on
more responsibility for selecting
and buying technology, CIOs need
to demonstrate they’re running a
highly efficient operation and can

OpEx—so they can work with their
colleagues on determining the value
of different options.
“CIOs are more influential and
more credible when they have a
transparency to what things cost
and what levers can be pulled to
change that cost and can articulate
that in terms of business value versus this is what a technology will
cost,” Bates explains.

as head of IT they can help them
better understand the full cost of
buying and supporting their technology choices.
“The business units can choose
whatever they want if they’re
the ones paying the bill, but they
should prove by numbers that
what they’re going to buy has the
return on investment they’re seeking and the total cost of ownership

IT leaders should work with department heads to determine
and compare ROIs, helping them better understand the full
cost of buying and supporting their technology choices.
therefore advise others on what
selections bring the right value, says
Steve Bates, a principal in management consulting with KPMG. CIOs
therefore need to be transparent
on their own spend—what’s fixed,
variable, direct, indirect, CapEx and

9

Compare ROIs

Similarly, experts say CIOs
who want to steer business
departments to the best technology choices can work with those
department heads to determine
and compare ROIs, knowing that

fits within that calculation,” Fernandes says.
Fernandes provides IT’s financial
figures to his business colleagues,
noting that information provides
hard data that can persuade the
organization to make the smart-

est technology choices. After all,
he says, it’s hard to debate against
mathematical equations that show
a business-side pet technology
project won’t deliver a good ROI.

10

Accept good enough

Although Pitt has worked
to enable the business to make
optimal choices, he admits that
they don’t always make the best
decisions.
“We have solutions that we say
‘ugh!’ and we have to bite our
tongue,” he says. “No organization
has a 100 percent track record
on successful implementation
of technology. When that happens, we make the best of those
solutions as long as they’re doing
right for customers and stakeholders and not doing anything
terrible. Sometimes we aim for
good enough and focus on minimizing the failures.” ♦

Mary K. Pratt is a regular contributor to
CIO.com
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SPONSORED BY:

IDC Brief: Learn about
the top DX challenges
facing companies

See how Adobe Sign
works seamlessly with
Microsoft 365

Dive into this new report from
IDC, “Mind the Gap on Your
DX Journey,” and learn about
DX benefits, what’s keeping
organizations from going fully
digital, and how to overcome
these obstacles to bring your
business up to date.

As Microsoft’s preferred
e-signature solution, Adobe
Sign makes it easy to capture
signatures right within the
Microsoft solutions you use
every day. Watch this 29-minute
on-demand webcast to see how.

8 DOWNLOAD HERE

8 VIEW HERE

IDC webinar:
Rethinking Business
Continuity in the Face
of COVID-19
Join this live virtual event to hear
from IDC Research Director Marci
Maddox as she joins executives
from leading global companies,
Novartis and Varian, to discuss
how their organizations are
transforming their operations
and enabling an increasingly
remote workforce.

8 VIEW HERE

Solution brief:
Microsoft 365 with
Adobe e-signatures

Enterprise benefits
of Microsoft 365 and
Adobe Sign together

Find out how e-signatures can
drive efficient digital workflows
across an organization, improving
the effectiveness of HR, sales,
and legal teams. Adobe Sign
integration with the entire
Microsoft 365 platform gives
users additional performanceboosting capabilities.

Learn how Microsoft and Adobe
are teaming up to improve digital
experiences to drive significant
savings in the enterprise.

8 VIEW HERE

8 VIEW HERE
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